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Mitchell Announces Cloud-Based Glass Claims and
Repair Management Solution
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Mitchell International

San Diego, CA—Mitchell, a leading provider of technology, connectivity and information solutions to the
Property & Casualty (P&C) claims and Collision Repair industries, today announced the availability of the
Mitchell Cloud Glass solution, a glass repair and replacement system that directly links OEM repair procedures
found in the Mitchell TechAdvisor database to National Auto Glass Specifications (NAGS). This?combined with
Mitchell's diagnostic and calibration toolsis designed to save technicians time and help ensure proper, safe repair
of vehicle windshields, including those with Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS).

Repairers can access Mitchell Cloud Glass from any Internet-enabled device and schedule jobs, process work
orders, generate invoices, track performance and receive payments from insurance partners and customers.
Available first to U.S. customers, the cloud-based, point-of-sale solution integrates with Intuit QuickBooks
Online to streamline accounting and UpdatePromise to securely process credit card transactions.

Additionally, through the Mitchell Cloud Glass solution, insurers can easily connect with their glass service
providers and policyholders using a branded website. They can also efficiently manage claims compliance,
auditing, reporting and workflow functions.

"Mitchell Cloud Glass is the next generation in auto glass claims and repair technology," said Jack Rozint,
Senior Vice President of Repair Sales at Mitchell. "Building on the success of our desktop solution?Mitchell
GlassMateit delivers innovative cloud and point-of-sale capabilities and is powered by an open ecosystem. This
allows glass facilities and mobile repairers to leverage market-leading platforms like QuickBooks Online and
UpdatePromise. Mitchell Cloud Glass also assists with facilitating proper, safe windshield repair by offering
technicians access to integrated OEM repair procedures and our best-in-class recalibration tools for vehicles with
ADAS that depend on precise calibration of the front-facing cameras used in lane departure systems."

For a limited time, customers will receive substantial discounts for QuickBooks Online and UpdatePromise
capabilities. Additional information can be found on the Mitchell website.
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To receive collision repair and property casualty updates and perspectives, follow Mitchell on Twitter
@MitchellClaims and @MitchellRepair.

About Mitchell International

Headquartered in San Diego, California, Mitchell International, Inc. delivers smart technology solutions that
simplify and accelerate claims handling and repair processes, driving more accurate, consistent and cost-
effective resolutions. Mitchell integrates deep industry expertise into its workflow solutions, providing
unparalleled access to data, advanced analytics and decision support tools. Mitchell's comprehensive solution
portfolio and robust SaaS infrastructure connects its customers in ways that enable tens of millions of electronic
transactions to be processed each month for more than 300 insurance companies, over 30,000 collision repair
facilities and countless other Property & Casualty industry supply partners across the Americas and Europe. For
more information, please visit mitchell.com.
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